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ABSTRACT

TOPOCLIMATIC    INFLUENCES    0N   HEATING    DEGREE    DAYS

IN   COMPLEX   TERRAIN.        (May   1984)

Peter  Thomas   Soule',   8.   A.,   Florida  Atlantic  University

M.   A.,   Appalachian  State   University

Thesis   Chairperson:     William  A.   Imperatore

The   relationships  between   temperature   and  topogra-

phic  variations   are   examined  in  a  small   area  of  complex

terrain   located  within  Watauga   County,   North   Carolina.

Temperatures   were   recorded  and  heating  degree   days  were

computed   for  an  eighty  day  observation  period  in   late

winter  and  early  spring  at  five  sites  with  different

combinations   of   the  physical   elements:      (1)   altitude,

(2)    aspect,    aLnd   (3)    slope.

The  hypothesis,   that   there  are  significant   differ-

ences   in  heating   degree   days   within  the   study  area  due

to  variations   in  altitude,   aspect,   and  slope,   was   re-

jected.     This   conclusion  was   based  upon  results   obtained

from  a  one-way  analysis   of  variance   test.      It  was   also

supported  by  comprehensive   graphic  analyses   of  the  heat-

illg   degree   day  distribution   among  study  sites.

A  secondary  objective  was   to   demonstrate   a  practi-

cal   application  of  a  topoclimatic  analysis.     This  was

iii



accomplished  by  incorporating   the   total  number  of  ob-

served  heating  degree  days   from  each  site   into  a  for-

mula  used  to   determine   the   average  energy  consumed  by

a  household  for  heating  purposes.     By  utilizing  an

economic  means   of  comparison,   the  advantages   or   dis-

advantages   of  the  physical  characteristics  of  each

study  site  were  placed  in  a  context  which  is   compre-

hensible   to  home   energy  consumers.
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CHAPTER   I

INTRODUCTION   AND   OVERVIEW

Introduction

In  middle   and  high   latitude  mountainous   areas   ter-

rain  complexity  often  results   in  marked  climatic  varia-

tions  over  short   distances.     The  primary  objective  of

this   study   is   to  examine  how  one   climatic  element,   tem-

perature,   is   influenced  by  variations   in  slope,   altitude,
and  aspect   in  a  small   area  of  dissimilar  terrain.1     Re-

lating  temperature  variations  within  this  area  to  energy

consumed  for  home   heating  will  provide   some   insight   into

the  effects   topoclimatic   influences   can  have   on  people

who   reside   in  complex   terrain.

Local   Relief  and  Climate  of  the  Study  Area

Local   Relief

As   can  be   seen  in  Figure   1.1,   the   study   area   is   sit-

uated  within  a   5.25   square   mile   area  of  Watauga   County,

North  Carolina,   one   of  the  western  most   counties   of  the

state.     Located  in  metamorphic  mountain  terrain  of  the

Blue   Ridge  physiographic  province,   the   county  is   dis-

sected  by  numerous   creeks   and  rivers.     Variations   in

slope,   altitude,   and  aspect  of  the  ridges  and  valleys

1
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Figure   1.1.   Location  of   the   Study   Area   in  Watauga   County
Sourc:e:    U.S.G.S.    Topographic   Map,    Boone,    N.C.,1978.
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in  the  county  are  a  result  of  the  erosion  of  rock  strata

by  the  drainage   system  and  create   a  terrain  which  can

be   classified  as   complex.

Elevations  within  the   study  area   range   from   3,120

to  over  4,000   feet.     The  western  portion  of  the  Happy

Valley,   w]-I.i.ch   is   aligned   from   southeast   to   northwest,

contains   the  majority  of  the   flat   land   in  the  study

area.     The  northern  portion   is   dominated  by  slopes  with

a  gradient  of  less   than   20  percent  while   the   southern

portion  has   slopes  with  gradients   of  greater  than   21

percent.      Slope   percentages   are   shown   in   Figure   1.2.

The   complex  nature  of  the  terrain  within  the   study

area  becomes   evident  when  the   alignment   of  ridges   and

valleys   is   examined.     At  this   large   scale   (small   area)

no   definite  patterns   are  detected.     This   heterogeneous

terrain  results   in  slopes  with  aspects   representing

many  of  the  cardinal   and  intermediate  directions.

Climate

The   climate  of  the   study  area  is   generally  mild  and

humid.     Average   temperatures   in  Boone   (which   lies   par-

tially  within  the   study  area)   range   from  33  degrees

Fahrenheit   in  January  to  68  degrees   Fahrenheit   in  July.3

Precipitation  is  well  distributed  throughout  the  yea.r
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and  averages   53   inches    (see   Figure   1.3).4     The   dominant

wind  direction,   occurring  an  average  of  53  percent   of

the   time,   is  west.5     Eastward  moving   cyclonic   storms

occur  in  all   seasons   and  are   the  prime   controllers   of

the   regional  climate.

Because   altitudinal   imf luences   are  not   always

taken   into  account   in  climatic  classification,   variations

occur  in  the  description  of  climate   for  the   region   in

which  the   study  area   is   located.     The   Strahler   system

of  climatic  classification  recognizes   the   influence   of

altitude  and  classifies   the   regional   climate   as   an  un-

differentiated  highland  which  can  exhibit   ''narrow  belts

of  rapid  climate   change".6

Utilizing   the   Koppen-Geiger   system  of   classification

and  five  years  of  data,   an  analysis   of  the  macroclimate

of   the   region  surrounding   the   study  area  showed  that  rap-

id  climatic  change   does   occur.     Approximately  seventeen

miles   and   less   than   2,000   feet  of  altitude   separate   the

official   recording  stations   at  Boone   and  Grandfather

Mountain.      Based  on   the   data  Boone   is   classified  as   a

mild,   humid   (mesothermal)   climate,   and  Grandfather

Mountain   is   classified   as   a  snowy-forest   (microthermal)

climate . 7
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Caution  must   be  used  when  describing   the   climate

of  a  region  or  micro-region  because   topographic  vari-

ations  can  cause  rapid  changes   in  meteorologic  and

climatic  elements   over   short   dista.nces.8     This   inves-

tigation  focuses  on  the  variation  of  one  climatic

variable,   temperature,   over  a  much  smaller  area  than

that  covered  by  the  macroclimatological  network.9     By

utilizing  a  small  study  area  the   influence  of  topography

on  temperature  can  be  looked  at  in  greater  detail.

Literature  Review

Introduction

Research  dealing  with:      (1)   climates,   microclimates,

and  topoclimates,   and   (2)   the   relationship  between

climate   and  energy  usage  are   the   two  main  themes   found

in  the   literature.     A  discussion  of  these  themes   follows.

Climates,   Microclimates,   and  Topoclimates

The   first  theme   can  be  divided  into  sub-themes

which  include:      (1)   direct  observation  of  the   temperature

variations   caused  by  topoclimates   and  microclimates,

(2)   analysis   of  the   influence  of  slope,   aspect,   and
altitude   on  temperatures,   and   (3)   mapping,   classifica-

tion,   and  simulation  of  climatic  variables   and  zones.
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Studies   included  in   the   first   sub-theme   involved  mea-

surement  of  climatic  data  at   a  series  of  stations   to

study  the  effects   of  topoclimatic  variations   in  complex

terrain.     Although  their  objectives  were  different,

01son   and  Gill,   Brazel   and  Outcalt,   Brazel,   and  Marcus

all   employed   the   same  basic   technique   to  examine   varia-

tions   in   temperature.      Thermographs   and  minimum/maximum

thermometers  were   placed  at   from   five   to  eleven  sites

which  offered  a  variety  of  topographic  conditions.

With  the   exception  of  Olson  and  Gill,   all   of   the   re-

search  was   conducted  in  alpine   and  periglacial   terrain

in   the   Chitistone   Pass   and  St.   Elias   Mountains   of

Alaska.      Data  was   collected  over   a   two  week    to   three

month  period.      One   of  the   main  conclusions   reached  by

all   the   researchers   is   that   the  dominant   factors  which

control   surface   temperatures   are   slope   and  aspect.10

The   second  sub-theme   deals  with  the   influence   of

slope,   aspect,   and  altitude  on  temperature  variations.

Altitudinal   influences  were  examined  by  Harding,   Lyall,

Brazel,    and   Geiger.11     Comparing   minimum   and  maximum

temperatures   in   the  Northern  Pennines,   England,   it  was

found  that  maximum  temperatures  were   greatly  affected

by  changes   in   altitude,   but  minimum  temperatures  were

more   a  function  of  small   scale  variations   in
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topography.12     Brazel   found  that  normal   lapse   rates

could  be  used  to  describe  the  distribution  of  average

and  maximum   temperatures  but   could  not   be   used   to   de-

scribe   the  distribution  of  minimum  temperatures.]3

According   to   Barry  and  Van  Wie,   the   principal

factors   influencing  the   temperature   component  of  topo-

climates   are   slope   and  aspect.14     This   point  was   sup-

ported  almost  unanimously  by  all   researchers.     Gamier

and  Ohmura  have   developed  a  formula  which   stresses   the

importance  of  incorporating  slope   angle   and  aspect   into

evaluations   of  solar  radiation   incomes.15     An  ability

to  predict  variations   in  the   amount  of  solar  radiation

received  at  a  site   is   important   for  evaluations   of

solar  energy  applications,   agriculture,   and  water  use.16

The   third   sub-theme,   mapping,   classification,   and

simulation  of  climatic  variables   and   zones,   takes  many

forms.      Cohen   and  Alsop  used  data  collected  over   a   long

period   (thirty-three  and  twenty-eight  years   respective-

ly)   to  derive   their  climate  classifications.     Cohen's

work  was  based  on  upper-air  circulation  patterns   and

was   applied  to   the   entire   United  States.17     Alsop   dealt

with  the   spatial   distribution  of  mean  temperatures  over

a   smaller   area   (the  Pacific  Northwest).18     0n  a  much

larger  scale   (small  area)   the  classification  of
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microclimatic   zones   has   been  accomplished  by  analyzing

the   effects   of  four  major  factors:      (1)   slope,   (2)

vegetation,    (3)   season,   and   (4)   recurring  weather

types .19

The  problem  of  accurately  representing  climatic

zones   and  temperature  data  on  maps   of  mountainous   areas

was   discussed  by  Marcus,   and  Pielke   and  Mehring.20     A

technique   has   been   devised  by  Peilke   and  Mehring  where-

by  predicted  temperature  dataL  is   substituted  for  al-

titude  on   topographic  maps.     This   technique  has  been

applied  in  such  areas   as  weather  forecasting,   insulation

engineering,   and   forestry.21

Climate   and  Energy  Use

The   second  theme   in  the  literature   focuses   on  the

relationship  between  climate   and  energy  usage.      Influences

of  climatic  variability  on  a  regional  basis  were  examined

by   Sherrill   and   Stackhouse.22     Besides   showing   that   re-

gional   climatic  differences  cause  variations   in  energy
consumption,   Stackhouse   also   found,   after  looking  at   a

number  of  climatic  variables,   that  the  degree  day  vari-

able  wa.s   the  most   significant.23     According   to  Nelson,

the  climate  of  an  area   (determined  by  the  average  yearly

number  of  heating  degree   days)   "was.  the  most   important
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explanatory  vaLriable   for  per  capita   fuel   demand".24

need  for  understanding  local  temperature  conditions

The

when  choosing  an  energy  efficient  home   location,   and  how

these  temperatures   are  related  to  topography,   airflow,

and   aspect   was   discussed  by  Wright.25

In   summary,   two  major  points   can  be  drawn   from  the

literature   surveyed:      (1)   slope   and  aspect  play  a  major

role   in  the  variation  of  air  temperatures   in  complex

terrain,   and   (2)   the  number  of  heating  degree  days   re-

ceived  is   the  principal  determinant  of  energy  consump-

tion.

There  were   two  apparent   research  gaps   in  the  per-

tinent   literature:      (1)   no  studies   could  be   found  which

dealt  with  the  relationships   between  topoclimatic  varia-

tions   of  air  temperature   and  energy  used  for  home   heat-

ing,   and   (2)   none   of   the   research  was   based  upon   a

scale  as   large   (small  a.rea)   as  that  utilized  in  this

s tudy .

Limitations

There  were  three  general   limitations  of  this   study.

The  first  limitation  was  time.     It  was  felt  that  an

eighty  day  observation  period  in  the   late  winter  to

early  spring  transition  period  would  yield  meaningful
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results  about  the   temperature   variations   among   sites.

With  an  observation  period  of  a  year  or  more   long-

term  trends   could  have   been   analyzed.      The   second

limitation  was   the   lack  of  instrumentation.     Finan-

cial   constraints   prohibited  the  use   of  more  minimum/

maximum  thermometers   or  the  utilization   of  more   so-

phisticated   instruments   such  as   thermographs,   re-

cording  wind   systems,   barographs,   and  hygrographs

which  would  have   allowed  the   collection  of  continuous

temperature,   wind  speed  and  direction,   barometric

pressure,   and  relative  humidity  data.      If  any  or  all

of   these   instruments   could  have   been   obtained,   a  more

comprehensive   topoclimatic   study  would  have   been  under-

taken.     The   third  limitation,   that  of  areal  coverage,

relates   to   the   second.     More   instrumentation  would  have

enabled  a  denser  observation  network  permitting   the

testing  of  a  greater  variety  of  sites.     In  keeping  with

the  methodology  used  in  similar  research,   vegetation  and

soils  were  not  considered  in   this   study.

Statement  of  the   Hy othesis

The   research  hypothesis   is:     There   are   significant

differences   in  heating  degree  days  within  the  study

area  due   to  variations   in  slope,   altitude,   and  aspect.
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Me thodo logy

I n t ro due t i on

The   study  area  was   selected  on  the  basis   of  the

complex  nature  of  the  terrain.     In  order  to   test  the

hypothesis   minimum/maximum  .thermometers   were   placed  at

locations  with  varying  altitude,   aspect,   and  slope

characteristics.     Figure   1.4   shows   the   location  of  the

thermometer  sites  within  the  study  area  in  relation  to

main  roads.      The   research  design  was   to  have   sites   re-

presenting:      (1)   a  north  aspect,   (2)   a  south  aspect,

(3)   an  east   aspect,    (4)   a  west   aspect,   and   (5)   an  al-

titude  at   least   250   feet  greater  than  the  other  four.

Five   general   locations  were   chosen  on  the  basis   of

these  criteria.     Within  these  locations  the   final   site

selection  was  modified  by:      (1)   accessibility,   and

(2)   willingness   of  land  owners   to   cooperate.      Deviations

from  the   initial   design  were   kept   to   a  minimum.

Data  Collection

Minimum  and  maximum  temperatures   were   recorded  over

an  eighty  day  period.     This   interval   (February   21,   1983

to  May  11,   1983)   was   chosen  to   represent   a  transition

from  cold   to  warm  weather.      Recorde.d   temperatures   were
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Figure   1.4.   Location   of  Thermometer   Study   Sites
Source:    U.S.G.S.    Topographic   Map,    Boone,   N.C.,1978.

/
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used  to  compute   average   temperatures   and  heating   degree

days   for  each  site.     An  average  daily  teriperature   is  the

sum  of   the   minimum   and  maximum  temperatures   divided  by

two.     The  number   of  heating  degree   days   is   computed  by

subtracting   the   average   temperature   from  sixty  five

degrees   Fahrenheit.      If  the   average  temperature   is

greater  than  sixty  five   degrees,   zero  heating   degree   days

are   recorded.

Meteorological   instrumentation  consisted  of   five

identical  minimum/maximum  thermometers.      The   thermometers

were  mounted   in  white   wooden   shelters   and  were   situated

so   that   they  would  constantly   remain   in   the   shade.     All

thermometers   faced  due   north  and  were   at   a.  uniform

height   above   the  ground  of  five  and  one-half  feet.

Slope  measurements   were   taken  with  an  optical   read-

ing   clinometer.     Aspect  measurements   were   taken  with   a

hand  held  compass.     Altitudes   were   obtained   from  a  seven

and  one-half  minute   series   topographic  map   and  checked

With  a  pocket  altimeter.26

Site  Analysis

Analysis   and  comparison  of  the  physical   charac-

teristics   of  the  study  sites  was   based  on:      (1)   field

observation,   (2)   contour  mapping,   and   (3)   three-

dimensional  mapping.     Site   analysis,   in  conjunction  with
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the  graphic  analyses   and  hypothesis   test,   forms   the

basis  of  the  final  conclusions  of  this   study.

Data  Analysis   and  Hypothesis   Testing

Collected  temperature  data  is  analyzed  statistically

and  graphically.     The   research  hypothesis  was   tested

primarily  by  means  of  statistical  procedures.     Graphic

analysis   is  used  because:      (1)   similarities   and  dif-

ferences  between  sites,   and  general   trends  within  the

data  set   are   clearly  represented  and  more  easily  analyzed

when  presented   in  graphic   form,   and   (2)   these   graphs   are

used  to  verify  conclusions  based  on  the   statistical

tests .

The  primary  statistical   test  utilized  in  this   study

is   the   one-way  analysis   of  variance   (ANOVA).      This   test

can  be  used  to   compare   a  number  of   samples   simultaneously

to  determine   if  there  are   any  differences   among  them  at   a

prescribed   level  of  significance   (the   0.051evel   of

significance   in  this   case).     The  samples   to  be   tested

consist   of  the  mean  number  of  heating   degree   days   for

each  of  the  five  sites.

The  one-way  analysis   of  variance  will  be  used  to

analyze  the  variaLtion  within  the  entire   data  set   and

determine  a  critical  value  which  will   then  be  compared
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to  a  given  critical  value  at  the  95  percent  confidence

level.     If  the  computed  critical  value  for  the  data

set   is  larger  than  the  given  critical  value   (which  is

based  on  the   size  of  the   data  set)   then  the  evidence

would  strongly  suggest  that  the  null  hypothesis   (There

are  no  signif icant  differences   in  heating  degree  days

within  the  study  area  due  to  variations   in  slope,   al-

titude,   and  aspect)   be   rejected  and  the  alternate  hy-

pothesis   (There  are  significant  differences   in  heating
degree  days  within  the  study  area  due  to  variations   in

slope  altitude,   and  aspect)   be   accepted.

The   one-way  analysis   of  variance   can  only  determine

if  there   is   a  significant  difference  between  one  or  more

of  the  means,   it   can  not  pinpoint  which  means   out   of  the

sample  account  for  the  difference.     If  the  null  hypoth-

esis   is   rejected  the  Scheffe  Procedure,   which   is   a

form  of  a  least   significant  difference   test   (LSD),   will

be  used.     The  least  significant  difference  test  can

compute  the   relationship  between  all  possible  pairs  of

sample  means   and  determine   the  extent  of  differences

between  pairs.27     If  differences   do  occur  the   information

obtained  from  LSD  will  be  valuable   in  comparing  sites.

It  must  be  noted  that  LSD  is  only  valid,   and  will  only

be  utilized,   if  the  null  hypothesis. is   rejected  by  ANOVA.
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Practical  Application

A  secondary  objective  of  this   thesis   is   to  demon-

straLte  a  useful   application  of  a  topoclimatic  analysis.

This   is  accomplished  by  incorporating  the  total   number

of  observed  heating  degree  days   from  each  siti-   into  a

formula   to   determine   the   average   energy  consumed  by  a

household  for  heating  purposes.     The   formula  used  was

modified   from  a  Home  Weatherization  Audit   Checklist

used  by  the   Blue   Ridge  Electric  Membership   Corporation

(BREMCO).28     To   utilize   this   formula   it   was   assumed

that  a  hypothetical   "average"  house  existed  at  each  of

the  observation  sites.     The   dimensions   of  this   house

remained  constant,   the   only  variable  which   changed  in

the   formula  was   the  observed  number  of  heating   degree

days .

The   cost  of  heating  these  hypothetical  houses   for

the  eighty  day  observation  period  is   the  final   result

obtained  from  this   formula.     An  economic  method  of

comparison  is  utilized  to  present  the  results  of  this

study  in  a  context  that   is   comprehensible   to  home

energy  consumers.

In  summary,   each  site   chosen  for  use   in  this   study

has  a  different   combination  of  altitude,   aspect,   and

slope.     The  problem  for  this  study  is   to  determine  how
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these  variations   in  physical   characteristics   among  sites

influenced  the  distribution  of  recorded  temperatures  and

heating  degree  days   during  the  eighty  day  observation

period.      In  the   following  section,   Chapter  11,   the   five

study  sites   are   analyzed  on  the  basis  of  their  specific

physical  characteristics.
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CHAPTER    11

SITE   ANAI.YSIS

Introduction

The   general   physical   characteristics   of  the   five

study   sites   are   given   in  Table   2.1.     These   sites   were

chosen  primarily  on  the  basis   of  their  aspect   and  ele-

vation.      Figure   2.1   depicts   the  variation   in   aspects

between  sites.     Altitudinal   differences   are   shown   in

Figure   2.2.     Slope  profiles   for  all   of  the   sites   can

be   seen   in   Figure   2.3.      Numerous   combinations   of   as-

pect,   altitude,   and  slope   gradient   can  be   found  with-

in   the   study  area.     The   final   sites  which  were   cho-

sen   for  use   in  this   study  are   a  representative   sample

of   these   possible   combinations.      It   should  be   noted

that  other  elements   of   the  physical  environment,   prin-

cipally  vegetation  and  soils,   were  not  used  as   fac-

tors   in  the  site   selection  process.

Site   One

Site   One   is   located   along  Payne   Branch   Road  and

has   an   altitude   of   3360   feet   (see   Figure   1.4).      Chosen

to  represent  a  north  aspect,   the  aspect  of  this  site   is

26   degrees   or  approximately  north-northeast.     The   area

surrounding  Site  One   is   dominated  by  slopes   with
24
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Figure   2.1.   Variation   in  Aspect   Bearing   Among   the   Five
Study  Sites

Source:   By  Author.
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Figure   2.3.   Slope   Profiles   of   the   Five   Study   Sites
`Source:    By   Author.
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gradients   of  41   percent   or  more   (see   Figure   1.2).     The

actual  slope  was   found  to  be   70   percent  below  the   ther-

mometer  shelter,   38  percent   above   the  shelter,   for  an

average   gradient  of  54  percent.     The  position  of  the

thermometer  shelter  at  Site  One   in  relation  to  the

specific  characteristics   of  the  adjacent  area  is   shown

in   Figure   2.4,   a  photograph  of  the   site.

Table   2.1

GENERAL   PHYSICAL    CHARACTERISTICS   OF   THE   STUDY   SITES

Site
Altitude

( f e e t )

Average
Slope

(percent)
Azimuth             Aspect

(degrees)           Bearing

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

3360

3620

3220

3240

3260

Source:      By  Author.

Figure   2.5   is   a   large   scale   topographic  map  of  the

area  surrounding  Site  One.     The   steep   slopes   which

dominate  this  portion  of  the  study  area  can  be  primarily
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Figure   2.5.   Topography   Surrounding   Site   One
Source:    U.S.G.S.    Topographic   i`lap,    Boone,    N.C.,1978.
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attributed  to  the  erosive  action  of  the  Payne  Branch  and

Middle   Fork  of   the  New  River.      Differences   in  altitude

are   sharp   and  range   from   3280   to   3800   feet.      Site   One   is

located  near   the  bottom  of  a  slope  w.ith  an  aspect   of

north-northeast.     One  would  expect   the  principal   factor

controlling  the   temperature   regime   at   Site  One   to  be   the

small   amount  of  direct   solar  radiation  received  here  dur-

ing  the   low  sun  period  of  the  year  due   to   the   combination

of  north-northeast   aspect  and  steep   slope.

To  help  visualize   the  nature   of  the   topography

surrounding  each   of  the   sites,   three-dimensional   perspec-

tive   views  were   created.1     Figure   2.6   is   a  three-dimen-

sional  view  of  the   area  surrounding  Site  One.      It   can  be

directly   compared   to   Figure   2.5   because   the   areal   coverage

is   identical.

Site   Two

Site  Two   is   located  along  Payne  Branch  Road  at   an

altitude  of   3620   feet   (see   Figure   1.4).     This   site  was

chosen  on  the  basis   of  its  altitude,  which  was  at   least

250   feet  higher  than  the  other  sites.     Situated  at   the

apex  of  a  small  valley  in  which  the  Payne  Branch  of  the

New  River  begins   its   flow,   the  site   is   immediately  sur-

rounded  by   slopes  with   gradients   of  between   11   and   20
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percent   (see   Figure   1.  2).     Beyond   this   area   slope   gra-

dients   increase   to  between   31   and   40   percent.     The   actual

slope   at   Site   Two,   shown   as   a  profile   in   Figure   2.3,   was

found   to   be   14   percent.      The   aspect   of  Site   Two  was   18

degrees   or   approximately  north-northeast.      Figure   2.7

shows   the  position  of  the   thermometer  shelter   in   re-

lation  to  the  specific  characteristics  of  the  site.

The  general  physical  characteristics  of  the  area

surrounding   Site   Two   are   shown   in   Figure   2.8,   a   large-

scale   topographic  map,   and   in   Figure   2.9,   the   correspond-

ing   three-dimensional   view.     North,   southeast,   and  south

facing  slopes   lead  into   the   apex  of  the  valley  occupied

by   the   Payne   Branch   of   the   New  River.      Site   Two   is   lo-

cated  at   the  base   of  the  north-facing   slope  which  comprises

more   than  half  of  the   area  shown.     The  altitude   and  north-

northeast   aspect  were  expected  to  be  the  main   locational

factors   controlling  the  temperature  regime  at  this   site

during   the  observation  period.

Site   Three

Site  Three   is   located  along  Poplar  Hill  Road  at   an

altitude   of   3220   feet   (see   Figure   1.4).      Chosen  to   re-

present  an  east  aspect,   the  actual  aspect  of  this   site  is
137   degrees   or   approximately  southea.st.      Slopes   with   a
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Figure   2.8.   Topography   Surrounding   Site   Two
Source:    U.S.G.S.    Topographic   Map,    Boone,    N.C.,1978.
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gradient   of  between   21   and   30  percent  were   found  over

the  majority  of  the  area  surrounding  the  site   (see

Figure   I.2).     The  actual   slope,   shown  as   a  profile   in

Figure   2.3,   was   found  to  have   a  gradient   of   21  percent.

The  position  of  the  thermometer  shelter  in  relation  to

the  site   specific  characteristics   is   shown  in  Figure

2 .10 .

Figures   2.11   and   2.12   show  the   diversity  of  the

topography  surrounding   Site  Three.     Located  near  the  base

of  a  southeast   facing  slope  which  forms  part   of  a  three-

sided  sloping  valley,   Site  Three  has   the   lowest  elevation

of  the   five   study  sites.     Because  of  the  altitude  and  lo-

cation   in  relation  to   adjacent   slopes,   it  ivas   suspected

that   Site   Three  would  be  more   susceptable   to   cold  air

drainage   than  the  other  four  sites.2     The   southeast

aspect   of  Site  Three  was   expected  to  have   a  positive   in-

fluence   on  the   temperature   regime  because   a   southern  ex-

posure   is   the  most  favorable   for  receiving  direct   solar
radiation.     The  receipt  of  direct  solar  radiation  at

Site  Three   is,   however,   partially  blocked  during  the  low

sun  period  of  the  year  by  an  adjacent  ridge   to  the  south-

east .
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Site   Four

Site   Four   is   located  along  Farthing  Street   at   an  al-

titude   of   3240   feet   (see   Figure   1.4).      Chosen   to   repre-

sent   a  south  aspect,   the   aspect   of  this   site   is   210   de-

grees   or  approximately  south-southwest.     Surrounding

slopes   have   average   gradients   of  between   11   and   20   percent

(see   Figure   1.2).      The   actual   slope,   shown   as   a   profile

in   Figure   2.3,   was   found  to  have   a   gradient   of   12   percent.

Chosen   to   represent   a  south   aspect,   the  measured  aspect

of   this   slope   was   210   degrees   or   south-southwest.      Specif-

ic  characteristics   of  the  area  adjacent   to  the   thermometer

shelter   are   shown   in   Figure   2.13.

The  nature   of  the   topography  surrounding  Site   Four

can  be   seen   in   Figures   2.14   and   2.15.      Site   Four   is   lo-

cated  about   midway  up   a   shallow,   south-southwest   facing

slope.     The   grade   of   this   slope   is   the   least   among   the

five  sites.     With  its   south-southwest   aspect,   Site   Four  is

in  a  favorable  location  for  the  receipt  of  direct  solar

radiation.     Unlike  Site  Three,   there  are  no  adjacent  hills

to  block  the   receipt  of  direct  solar  radiation  during  the

low  sun  period  of  the  year.     It  was   expected  that   the

south-southwest   aspect   and   lack   of  obstacles   would  have   a

strong  influence  on  the   temperature  regime  at   this   site.
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Figure   2.14.   Topography   Surroundip.g   Site   Four
Source:    U.S.G.S.    Topographic   Map,    Boone,    N.C.,1978.
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Site   Five

Site   Five   is   located  along  Woodland  Drive   at   an  al-

titude  of  3260   feet   (see   Figure   1.4).      Chosen   to   repre-

sent   a  west  aspect,   the  aspect  of  this   site   is   270

degrees   or  west.      The   slope  where   the   thermometer  was

situated,   and  adjacent  slopes   to  the  north  and  east,   have

gradients   of  between  11   and   20   percent   (see   Figure   1. 2) .

West  and  southwest   of  Site   Five,   on   land  adjacent   to

Boone   Creek,   the   slopes   have   gradients   of  between   0   and

10   percent.     The   actual  slope,   shown  as   a  profile   in

Figure   2.3,   was   found  to   be   20   percent.      The   position  of

the   thermometer  shelter  at  Site  Five,   in  relation  to   the

specific  characteristics  of  the  adjacent   area,   is   shown

in   Figure   2.16.

Figures   2.17   and   2.18   show   the   nature   of  the   topo-

graphy  surrounding  Site   Five.     Of  the   five  areas  napped,

this   area  exhibited  the  smallest   range  of  altitude   (160

feet).     The  relatively  gentle  nature  of  this  topography

shows  up  quite   clearly   in  Figure   2.18.     The   lack  of  ad-

].acent  hills  or  ridges  to  block  the  receipt  of  direct

solar  radiation  was   expected  to  be  a  primary  factor  in

the   temperature  regime  of  this   site.     Although  a  west

aspect  is   not  optimum  for  maximizing  t.he   receipt   of
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direct  solar  radiation,   exposure  to  the  late  afternoon

sun  was   expected  to  have   a  positive   influence  on  average

temperatures   at  this   site.

Summary

In  summary,   the  nature  of  the   terrain  within  the

study  area   is  best   described  as   complex.     The   sites   cho-

sen   for  use   in  this   study  represent  only  a  small  propor-

tion   of  the   possible   combinations   of  physical   elements

which  exist  within   this   area.     The   influence  of  varia-

tions   in  slope,   altitude,   and  aspect  on  recorded  tem-

peratures   and  heaLting   degree   days   among   the   five   study

sites   over  the  eighty  day  observation  period  is   examined

in   the   subsequent   section,   Chapter   Ill.
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NOTES

]The   three-dimensional  views   of  each   site,   also
known  as   Digital  Terrain  Matrices,   were  generated  with
the   aid  of  a.  microcomputer.     A  brief  explanation  of  how
these  views  were  produced   is   given   in  Appendix   11.

2Cold   air   drainage   is   a  phenomenon  that   occurs   on
calm,   clear  nights  when  cold  air   from  higher  elevations
flows  downslope  and   settles   in  a  valley  bottom  to   create
a  localized  temperature   inversion.     This  produces  colder
air  on  the  valley  floor  overlain  by  warmer  air.



CHAPTER   Ill

DATA   ANALYSIS,    HYPOTHESIS   TEST,    PRACTICAL   APPLICATION

Data  Analysis

Introduction

The  focus.  of  this   study  is   on  the  variation  of  heat-

ing   degree   days   among   sites  which  was   derived   from  an

analysis   of  the   distribution  of  mean  minimum,   maximum,

and   average   temperatures   among   study  sites.     A  complete

list   of  the  collected  and  computed  data   for   the   eighty  day

observation  period  is   given   in  Appendix   Ill.

Comparison   of  Mean  Values

The  mean  minimum,   maximum,   and   average   temperatures

and  the  mean  number  of  heating  degree   days   for   each  site

based  on  the   observation  period  are  given  in  Table   3.1.

The   distribution  of  mean  minimum  temperatures   among   sites

is   shown   in   Figure   3.1.      Sites   One   and  Two   had   the   lowest

mean  minimum  temperatures   of   the   group.     Taking   into   ac-

count   the  dominant  north  aspect  and  slightly  higher

altitudes  of  these  two  sites   (compared  to  the  other  three),

this  was   an  expected  result.
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Table   3.1.

MEAN   VALUES    FROM   THE   OBSERVATION    PERIOD

Mean              Mean
Minimum         Maximum

Site              Temps.            Temps.
Average        Heating   Degree

Temps.               Days

One                   29.2

Two                   29.2

Three           30.1

Four              31.1

Five              31.7

49.5                       39.4

49.2                       39.2

52.8                       41.4

53.8                       42.4

51.9                        41.8

25.6

25.8

23.6

22.6

23.2

Source:      Computed  by  Author.

CINE        TWO        THREE        FOUR    FIVE

SITES

Figure   3.1.   Mean  Minimum  Temperatiires
Source:   Collected  by  Author,   Feb.    21   to   May   11,1983.
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As   can  be   seen   in  Figure   3.2,   the   distribution  of

mean  maximum  temperatures   is   closely  related   to   aspect.

Sites  One   and  Two,   which  had  nearly  identical   north-

northeast   aspects,   exhibited  the   lowest  maximum

temperatures.     Although  the  receipt  of  direct   solar  ra-

diation  was   slightly  greater  at  Site  Two  than  at  Site

One  due   to   the  smaller  slope   gradient,   the   influence  of

altitude   resulted  in  lower  maximum  temperatures   at  Site

Two.     The   south-southwest   aspect   of  Site   Four  was

the  most   favorable   for  the  receipt  of  direct   solar

radiation  with  this   site   sustaining  the  highest  maximum

temperatures   throughout   the  observation  period.     Site

55
54
53
52
51

50
49
48
47
46
45

ONE        TWO       THREE    FOUR        FluE

SITES

Figure   3.2.   Mean  Maximum  Temperatures
Source:   Collected   by  Author,   Feb.    21   to  May   11,1983.
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Three,   with  a  southeast  aspect,   had  the   second  highest

mean  maximum  temperatures   and  Site   Five,   with   a  west

aspect,   had  the  third  highest.

The  distribution  of  average  temperatures   and

heating  degree   days  was   greatly  influenced  by  maximum

temperatures.     Mean  average   temperatures   and  mean

number  of  heating  degree   days   are   shown   in   Figures

3.3   and   3.4.     When   analyzing   heating   degree   days   low

values   are   indicative  of  relative  warmth,   high  values

are   indicative  of  relative  cold.     Therefore,   there  is

an  inverse   relationship  between  avera.ge   temperatures

and  heating  degree  days.     With  the  exception  of  Sites

Three   and  Five,   the  general   trend  of  mean  average

temperatures   is   similar  and  can  be   seen  by  comparing

Figures   3.2   and   3.3.      The   strong   influence   of  maximum

temperatures  on  average  temperatures   can  be  attributed

to   the   range.     The   range   of  mean  maximum  temperatures

among   sites  was   4.5   degrees   Fahrenheit  while   the   range

for  mean  minimum  temperatures  was   only   2.5   degrees

Fahrenheit.     This  greater  range   in  maximum  temperatures

was  expected  and  can  be  attributed  to  the  varying

amounts  of  direct  solar  radiation  received  at  each

site,   a  function  of  the  aspect.     The  suspected
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45
44
43
42
41

40

3L|
'38

37
36

35
lJNE        TWO       THftEE    FOUR       FluE

SITES

Figure   3.3.   Mean   Average   Temperatures
Source:    Collected   by   Author,    Feb.    21   to   iMay   11,1983.

ONE        TWLI       THREE    FOuft       FIVE

SITES

Figure   3.4.   Mean   Heating   Degree   Days
Source:    Collected   by   Author,    Feb.    21   to   }1ay   11,1983.
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imf luence   of  cold  air  drainage   on  minimum  temperatures

at  Site  Three  was  enough  for  this   site  to  be   slightly

colder,   on  the   average,   than  Site   Five.

Comparison  of   1985  with   a   Fifteen  Year  Average

Figure   3.5   compares   the   average  heating  degree   days

for  the  five   sites  with  a  fifteen  year  average   for  Boone,

North  Carolina,   for   the   same   time  period   (February  21   to

May   11).1     Both   graphs   show  that   the   overall   decline   in

the  number  of  heating  degree   days   during   the   observation

period  does   not   occur   at   a  constant   rate.     As  would  be

expected,   the  values   obtained  from  one  year  are   consid-

erably  more   extreme   than  the   values   obtained   from  a

fifteen  year  average.     However,   the  general  pattern  of

cold  and  warm  trends   is  evident   in  both  sets   of  data.

The  general   conclusion  drawn  from  this   graph   is   that   the

distribution  of  heating  degree  days   observed  during  this

time   period   in   1983   is   similar   to  what  would  be   observed

during  any  given  year  with  respect   to  heating  and

cooling  trends.
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Heating   Degree   Day   Comparison

Several   graphs  were  produced  to   aid  in  the   com-

paLrison  of  heating  degree   day  differences   between   sites.

The   first   graph  used  is   a  box  plot   in  which   a  number  of

observations   taken   from  the   data  are  plotted  to   form  a
"box"   for  each   group.      Comparing   these  boxes   gives   an   in-

dication  of  the   amount  of  variation  among  study  sites.

The   following  heating  degree   day   information  from  the

eighty  day  observation  period  was   plotted  for  each   site:

(1)   the   low  value,    (2)   the   high  value,   (3)   the  median

value,   (4)   the  mean  value,   (5)   the   first  quarter  value,

and   (6)   the   third  quarter  value.2     The   results   can  be

seen   in   Figure   3.6.

Although  slight   differences   do  occur,   an  analysis

of  Figure   3.6   shows   that  the  overall  pattern  of  the   data

is  quite  uniform.     It  also  indicates  that   the  variation

in  heating   degree   days   among  sites  was   small.     The

greatest  discrepancy  within  the   group  occurred  between

Sites   Two   and  Four;   the   least  between  Sites   Three   and

Five .

Computed  heating  degree   days   for  Sites   One   through

Five  were  plotted  with  the  mean  number  of  daily  heating

degree   days   from  all   five   sites   in.Figures   3.7   to   3.11.
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An  examination  of   these   five   Figures   indicates   that

general  warming  and  cooling   trends  were   similar  at   each

site.     The   intensity  of  heating  degree  day  differences

among   sites   was   examined  by   comparing   each   site   with   the

five   site  mean.

Sites   One   and  Two   were   the   coldest   sites   and   their

heating   degree   day  profiles,   as   seen   in   Figures   3.7   and

3.8,   were   consistently  higher   than   the   five   site  mean.

Site   Two  had  a  slightly  higher  percentage   of  days   with

visible   deviations   from  the  mean.     The   site  which  most

closely   approximated   the   mean  was   Site   Three.      This   can

be   noted   from  the   repeated   convergence   of   the   two   graphs

in   Figure   3.9.      As   can  be   seen   in   Figure   3.11,   the   heat-

ing  degree   day  graph  of  Site   Five  was   also  very   close   to

the  mean.     A  higher  percentage   of  days  with   a  negative   de-

parture   from  the  mean   indicates   that   Site   Five  was

slightly  warmer   than  Site   Three.     Site   Four,   which  was

the  warmest  of  the  study  sites,   maintained  a  consistently

lower  number  of  heating  degree   days   than  the   five   site

mean.      This   can  be   seen  by   comparing   the   profiles   in

Figure   3.10.

Heat'ing   degree   day  profiles   for  Sites   Two   and   Four,

which  represent   the   cold  and  warm  extremes   of  the   group,

are   shown   in   Figure   3.12.      The   maximum   daily  variation
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in  heating   tlegree   days   between   these   sites   was   seven,

the   minimum  was   zero,   and   the   average   difference   was

slightly  more   than  three.     Although   they  rarely  cross

or  converge,   the   two  graphs   are  nearly  identical   in

appearance .

Sites   One   and  Two   sustained  a   consistently  higher

number  of  heating   degree   days   than   the   other   sites   due

to   the   combination  of  northern  exposure   and  altitude.

Sites   Three,   Four,   and   Five   had  a   consistently   lower

number   of   heating   degree   days.     Although   the   aspect   at

Site  Three   is   southeast,   its   average   temperatures   were

moderated  hy   the   inf luence   of   cold  air  drainage   and  a

hill  which  partially  blocked  the  direct   receipt  of  solar

radiation   during   the   observation  period.     The   low  number

of  recorded  heating   degree   days   at   Site   Four   can  be

attributed  to  the  positive   effects   of  its   southern  ex-

posure.     The   higher   than  expected  temperatures   at   Site

Five  can  be  attributed  to   its  direct  receipt  of  solar

radiation  in  the  late  afternoon.

In   summary,   the   graphic   analyses   indicate   that,   in

the  aggregate,   the   influence  of  variations   in  slope,

altitude,   and  aspect  on  the  distribution  of  heating  degree

days   among   sites   was   small.      The   differences  which   did

occur  are  best   exemplified  in  Figure  3.12.      Definite
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conclusions   concerning  the   significance   of  heaLting  de-

gree   day  differences   between  sites   could  not  be  made

solely  on  the  basis   of  the   graphic   analyses.     A  sta-

tistical   test  was  employed  to   determine   the  extent  of

these  differences.

othesis   Test

To  determine  the  statistical   significance  of  re-

corded  heating   degree   day  differences   among   sites   a  one-

way  analysis   of  variance   test  was   employed.3     In   an  an-

alysis  of  variance   "all  of  the   data  are   treaLted  at   once

and  a  general   null   hypothesis   of  no   difference   among   the

means   of  the  various   groups   is   tested."4     The   tested  null

hypothesis   for   this   study  was:     There   are   no   significant

dif ferences   in  heating  degree   days  within  the   study  area

due   to  variations   in   slope,   altitude   and  aspect.     The

test  was   conducted  at   the   0.051evel  of  significance.

An  analysis  of  variance   tests  the  null  hypothesis  by

comparing  the  amount   of  variation   (of  the  variable  being

tested)   among  groups   and  within  groups.     The   test   is

based  on  the   fact   that   if  the  sample   groups   being   tested

are   drawn   from  the   same  normal   population:      "the   two

variances,   within  and   [amon.g,   will  be]   unbiased  estimates

of  the   same  population  variance.     We   can  test   for   the
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significance  of  the  difference  of  the  two  types  by  use

of  the   F-test.n5

The   assumption   that   the  groups   are   drawn   from  normal

populations   having   the   same`variance   is   critical.6

Bartlett's   test   for  homogeneity  of  subgroup  variance  was

utilized  to   tee-.   this   assumption.     The  null  hypothesis

for  Bartlett's   test,   there  are  no  significant  differences

in  variance   among   groups   (Sites   One   through   Five),   was   not

rejected  at   the  95   percent  confidence   interval.     In  order

to  reject  the  null  hypothesis  of  Barlett's   test  at  this

confidence   interval   the   computed  significance   (P-value)

needed   to   be   between   0.0   and   0.05.      The   actual   P-value   was

found  to  be  0.89   and  this   strongly  supports   the   fact   that

the   groups  were   drawn   from  populations   having   the   same

variance  and,   therefore,   strongly  supports   the  validity

of  the  analysis  of  variance  test.

Table   3.2   is   a  list  of  the   computed  values   used   in

the   F-test.     The   table   can  be   analyzed   as   follows:      (1)

source:   is   the  source  of  the  variation,   divided  into

among  groups  variance   and  within  groups   variance,    (2)

degrees   of   freedom,    (3)   sum  of  squares:   is   the   sum  of   the

squared   deviations   from  the  mean,    (4)   mean   squares:   is   the

sum  of  squares   divided  by  the   degrees   of  freedom,   and
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(5)   F-ratio:   is   the  observed  F-statistic,   obtained  by

dividing   the  mean  squares   among   groups   by   the  mean

squares  within  groups.

Table   5.2

?r`?Jr`UTED   VALUES   USED    IN   THE    F-TEST

Degrees   of           Sum   of          Mean
Source                         Freedom               Squares        Squares        F-ratio

among
groups

within
groups

total

675.4285       168.8571

42604.6523       107.8599

43280.0780 1. 566

Source:      ONEWAY   Subprogram   of   the   Statistical
Package   for  Social   Sciences

The  F-test   is   essentially  a  comparison  of  the   com-

puted  F-ratio  with  a  critical  F-ratio   (hereafter  called
critical-F)   obtained   from  a  Table  of  the   F  Statistic.

If  the  computed  F-ratio   is  greater  than  the  critical-F   it

can  be   assumed  that  the  differences   among  groups   are

significant  at  the  prescribed  confidence   interval  and,

therefore,   that  the  null  hypothesis  be  rejected  in  favor

of  the   alternate,   or  research  hypothesis.     For  degrees
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of  freedom  4/395   the  critical-F  obtained  from  a  Table

of  the   F  Statistic  at   the   0.051evel  of  significance

was   2.39.8     Since   the   computed   F-ratio   for   the  heating

degree   day  variable  was   only   1.56,   the  null   hypothesis

could  not  be   rejected  in   favor  of  the  research  hypotliesis

on  the  basis   of  t:nis   test.     The   computed  F-ratio,

critical-F,   acceptance  and  rejection  regions   are   depicted

graphically   in   Figure   3.13.

Another  method  of  analyzing   the   computed  F-ratio   is

by  the  F-probability.     The   F-probability  is   a  measure   of

the   significance   of   the   computed   F-ratio.     At   the   0.05

level   of  significance   the   F-probability  would  have   to  be

less   than  0.05   in  order   to   reject   the  null  hypothesis.

The   smaller   the   F-probability,   the   greater  the   evidence

in   support   of  rejecting  the  null  hypothesis.     The   computed

F-probability  for   the  heating  degree   day  variable  was

0.1827.      Assuming   the   null   hypothesis   was   true,   an   F-

ratio   of   1.56   or   larger  would  have  been  observed   18.27

percent  of  the  time.     This  was   too  high  a  percentage   to

conclude   that  the  null  hypothesis  was  not  true.     Therefore,

the  evidence  was  not  strong  for  rejecting  the  null

hypothesis .
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Figure   5.13.   Graphic   Illustration  of   the   F   Test
Source:    By   Author.
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As  noted   in  Chapter   I,   additional   tests   to  deter-

mine   the  strength  of  differences   between  sites   are

only  valid  if  the  null  hypothesis   is  rejected  in  favor

of  the   research  hypothesis.     If  this  had  been  the   case

the  Scheffe   Procedure,   a   form  of  least   significant

difference   test,   would  have  been  utilized.     Since   the

null   hypothesis  was   not   rejected  on  the  basis   of  the   one-

way  analysis  of  variance  test,   no   further  statistical

tests  were   used.

In  summary,   the   research  hypothesis   of  this   thesis

could  not  be   supported  on  the  basis  of  statistical   test-

ing.     Conclusions   of  this   study,   based  upon  the   graphic

and  statistical  analyses  of  the  data,   are  presented  in

Chapter   IV.      An   economic  method  of   analyzing   the   heating

degree  day  variable  was   also  utilized.     Results   of   this

financial  method,   which  had  no  bearing  on  the   final   con-

clusions   drawn,   are  presented  in  the  next   section.

Practical  A 1ication

The   cost  of  heating  a  home   is   a  critical   consider-

ation  for  many  people.     An  understanding  of  local   topo-

graphic  and  climatic  elements   can  be   important  when

deciding  on  a  home   location  because   these  elements   are

directly  related  to  energy  consumpti.on.     The   influence
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of  the  variation  in  topographic  features  on  the  distri-

bution  of  heating  degree   days   among   the   study  sites   was

looked  at   from  the  perspective  of  the  potential   cost   of

heating  a  home   at   each  site.

As   discussed   in   Chapter   I,   the   formula  used   to   de-

termine   these   ?i=jts   was   modified   from  one   used  by   the

Blue   Ridge   Electric  Membership   Corporation   (BREMCO)    as

part  of   their  Home  Weatherization  Audit   Checklist.

BREMCO  uses   the   R-values   (insulation   ratings)   and   di-

mensions   of   the  homes   being   audited   and  a   standard  heat-

ing   degree   day   figure   for  Boone   (5,400   a  year)   to   deter-

mine  what   the  average   yearly  energy  costs   should  be.

Since   this   section  of  the  study  was   interested   in  the

effects   of  heating  degree   day  differences   among   sites,

characteristics   of   the  hypothetical   homes   assumed  to  exist

at   each  site   remained  constant.9     The   total   observed  heat-

ing   degree   days   from  each   site  were   used   in  place   of  the

average   figure,   thus   forming   the  basis   of  the   comparison.

Dimensions   and  R-values   for  the  hypothetical   houses

were   as   follows:      (i)   2,000   square   feet   of  ceiling  with

insulation   rated  at   R-38   (twelve   inches),    (2)    2,000

square   feet  of  floors  with  insulation  rated  at   R-19

(six   inches),    (3)   combined  area   of   153   square   feet   for

the   windows   and   doors,    (4)   windows   rated   at   R-1.92
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(thermal),    (5)   gross   wall   area  of   1,440   square   feet

with   insulation  rated  at  R-19,   and   (6)   net  wall   area  of

1,287   square   feet.

The   formula  used  to  determine   the  amount   of  energy

required  to  heat   the  hypothetical  houses   is   shown   in

Figure   3.14.      The   I?-value   is   equal   to   1/R   (R=insulation

rating).      Degree   days   are   the   total  number  of  observed

heating  degree   days   for  each   site.      BTU's   (British  Thermal

Units)   per  fuel   unit  are  equal   to   the  ''amount  of  heat

produced  by  burning   a  unit  quantity  of  the   fuel   com-

pletely."10     Home   heating  oil  was   used  as   the   heating

unit   to   calculate   energy  usage.     One   gallon  of  heating  oil

produces   100,000   BTU's   and   is   equal   to   one   heating   unit.

Total   heating  units  were   the   total  number  of  gallons   of

heating  oil  used  during   the  eighty  day  observation

period.     This   figure  was  multiplied  by  the  current  price

of  heating  oil   to  determine   the  overall   cost   for  heating

each  hypothetical   house.11

The   total  number  of  observed  heating  degree   days

from  each  site  and  the  results   obtained  from  the   formula

is   shown   in  Table   3.3.     This   table   shows   quite   clearly

the  clustering  of  sites   into  "cold"   and  "warm"   sub-

groups.     Sites   One   and  Two  experienced  a  larger  number

of  observed  heating  degree  days   and,.  subsequently,   larger

hypothetical  energy  costs   than  the  other  three   sites.
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Figure   3.14.      Formula   to  Determine   the   Amount   of  Energy
Used  by   the   Hypothetical   Houses

Source:      Blue   Ridge   Electric  Membership   Corporation,
1982 .
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According   to   the   formula  used,   a  house   located  at  Site

Two  would  be   the  most   expensive   to  heat,   one   located  at

Site   Four  the   least  expensive.     The  range   in  values  be-

tween   these   group   extremes   was:      (1)    256.5   for   the   total

number   of  observed  heating   degree   days,    (2)   $23.40   for

the   total   heatil-iL;   cost,   and   (3)    $0.23   for   the   average

heating   cost  per  day.

Table   3.3

EGO,\TOMIC    COMPARISON   OF    THE    STUDY    SITES

Site

Total   Number
ctf  Observed          Total   Gallons

Heating                 of  Heating
Degree   Days                Oil   Used

Total             Cost
Cost           Per   Day

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

2049

2062

1886

1806

1849

$160.50              $2.01

$163.71              $2.05

$147.66              $1.85

$142.31              $1.78

S145.52              $1.82

Source:      Computed  by  Author.
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The   difference   in  heating  costs  of  twenty-three

cents   per   day  between  Sites   Two   and  Four  does   not

appear  to  be   significant.     However,   considering   the

average   length  of  the  heating  season  for  the   study  area,

the   cumulative   costs   begin  to   add  up.12     0n  the  basis

of  $0.23  per   da,.->`    :he   average   monthly  difference   in

heating  costs   between  Sites   Two   and  Four  would  be   ap-

proximately   $7.00,   the  average   difference   for  the  entire

heating   season  would  be   $63.00.

Because  of  the  potential   for  bias   on  the  basis   of

economic  status,   it  was   difficult   to  obtain  a  truly  ob-

jective   conclusion   from  these   financial   results.     What

may   seem  to  be   a   small,   insignificant   cost   to   some  may,

for  others,   be  perceived  as  being  large   and  very

significant.     The  results  of  this  section,   are   therefore,

only  presented  as   a  means   of  comparison.     They  are  not

used  as   a  factor  in  the   final   conclusions   of  this   study.

These   conclusions,   along  with   a  summary  and   suggestions

for  further  research,   are  presented  in  Chapter   IV.
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NOTES

]The   fifteen  year  average   for  Boone  was   computed
from   the   United  States   Department   of  Commerce,   NaLtional
Oceanic   and  Atmospheric   Administration,   Annual   Summary
of   Climatological   Data   for  Nortb  Carolina,        as   ington,

overnment to 1969).      The
temperature  data  utilized  was   collected  by  Joe  Minor,
Boone's   cooperative  weather  observer.     The  physical
characterist.-:r.s   rf:  this   thermometer  site  are  as
follows:      (1)   altitude   of   3360   feet,    (2)   west   aspect,
and   (3)   slope   of   20   percent.

2The   f irst  quarter  value  was  obtained  by  averaging
the  values   for  the  twentieth  and  twenty-first  observa-
tion  days   (March   12   aLnd   13).      The   third  quarter  value
was   obtained  by  averaging   the  values   for  the   fifty-ninth
and   sixtieth  observation  days   (April   20   and   21) .

3The   test  was   conducted  on  Appalachian  State
University's  mainframe  Univac   computer  with  the   aid  of
the   ONEWAY   subprogram  of   the   Statistical   Package   for
Social   Sciences    (SPSS).      The   SPSS   series   of   computer
programs   are   commonly  used   in   the   social   sciences   as   a
means   of  manipulating   large   amounts   of  data.

4N.   M.   Downie   and   R.   W.   Heath,   Basic   Statistical
Methods    (New   York Harper   6   Row,    1970

5|bid,   p.    216.

6Ibid.

7Paul   Games   and   Georg

p.    215

e   Klare,   Elementary
Statistics   (New  York:   MCGraw  Hill, 1967),    p.    495.

82.39   is   the  critical-F   for  degrees   of  freedom
4/400.     The   a.ctual   critical-F   vaLlue   for  degrees   of
freedom   4/395   could  not   be   a.ttained   from  a   table  but
would  only  differ   from   2.39  by  less   tban  one-hundredth
of  a  percent.
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9The  R-values   and  dimensions   of   the  hypothetical
houses  were  felt   to  be  representative  of  energy  efficient
homes   in   the  Boone   area   and  were  chosen  on  the  basis   of
information  obtained  from  an   interview  with  Doug
Johnson,   BRE}.ICO's   Energy   Specia.list.

[°James   A.   Moyer,   Oil   Fuels   and   BurT`ers,    (New  York:
MCGraw-Hill,    Inc.,1937 ermal   Units
are  defined  as:     "The  quantity  of  heat  required  to
raise   the   temperature  of  one   avoirdupos   pound  of  water
one  degree  Fahrenheit  at  or  near   39.2  degrees   Fahrenheit,
its   temperature   of  maximum  density.";   Webster's   Third
New.  International  Dictionar (1965)

L[The   price   of  heating  oil   used  was   $1.07   per
gallon.      This   price  was   quoted   by  Hayes   Oil   Company,
Boone,   North   Carolina,   on  March   ls,1984.

12on  the   average,   heating  degree  days   are   recorded
in  Boone  during  all  months   except  June,   July.   and
August.     Boone's   typical   heating   season  is,   therefore,
nine  months   or   273  days   long.



CHAPTER   IV

SUMMARY,    CONCLUSIONS,    SUGGESTIONS    FOR   FURTHER   RESEARCH

Summary

Research  Objectives

The  primary  objective  of  this   thesis  was   to  examine

how  variations   in  altitude,   aspect,   and  slope  among

sites   located  in  a  small  area  of  complex  terrain  in-

fluenced  recorded  temperatures   during  a.n  eighty  day  ob-

servation  period.     This  was   achieved  through  graphic   and

statistical  analyses.     To  set  the  stage  for  the  graphic

analyses  and  statistical  tests  a  detailed  analysis  of

the  physical  characteristics  of  each  site,   based  on:

(1)   field  observations,    (2)   photography,    (3)   topographic

mapping,   and   (4)   three  dimensional  mapping,   was  presen-

ted.     Minimum  and  maximum   temperatures  were   recorded   and

used  to  compute  average   temperatures   and  he.a.ting  degree

days   for  each  site.     The  distribution  of  minimum,

maximum,   and  average   temperatures   among   sites  was   ana-

lyzed  graphically.     Because   the  primary  focus  of  the

thesis  was  on  the  difference  in  heating  degree  days

among  sites,   the  graphic   analysis   of  this  va.riable  was

81
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extensive.     A  one-way  analysis   of  variance  was  used  to

test  the  statistical  significance  of  computed  heating

degree  day  differences   among   sites.

The   secondary  objective  of  this   thesis  was   to   de-

monstrate  how  a  topoclimatic  analysis  can  be  practically

applied  and  was   achieved  by  incorporating  the   total

number  of  heating  degree  days   from  each  site   into   a

formula  used  to  determine   the  amount   of  energy  re-

quired  for  home  heating  purposes.     All   the  elements   of

the   formula  were  held  constant   except  the  total  number

of  heating  degree  days.     The  results  of  this   formula

provided  a  means   for  comparing   the   study  sites   from  an

economic  perspective.     The   advantages   or  disadvantages

of  the  physical  characteristics  of  each  study  site  are

thus  placed   in  a  context  which   is  comprehensible   to   home

energy  consumers.

Findings

hic  Anal

The  general  physical  characteristics  of  the  study

sites  and  part  of  the  data  presented  in  the  graphic

analyses  can  be  seen  in  Table   4.1.      In  the   aggregate,   the

graphic  analyses   indicate  that  the.differences   in  heating
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degree  days   among   sites  was   small.     The   differences

which  did  occur  are,   however,   worthy  of  discussion.     A

brief  synopsis  of  the   study  sites   is  presented  next.

Based  on   the  mean  number  of  heating   degree  days,

Site  One  was  the  second  coldest   of  the   five   sites.     As

shown   in  Figure   3.7,   Site  One   experienced  a  consistently

higher  number  of  heating  degree  days  than  the  five  site

mean.     Site  Two  was  the  coldest  of  the  five   sites   in  all

categories.     Like   Site  One,   this   site  maintained  a  con-

sistently  higher  number  of  heating  degree   days   than  the

five  site  mean  throughout   the  observation  period   (see

Figure   3.8).     Site  Three  was   the   third  coldest   of  the

five  study  sites.     As   shown  in  Figure   3.9,   the  distri-

bution  of  heating  degree  days   for  this   site  was  nearly

identical   to  that  of  the   five   site  mea.n.     Site   Four  was

the  warmest   of  the   five   study   sites.     As   sho-`m   in  Figure

3.10,   Site  Four  maintained  a  consistently  lower  number

of  heating  degree  days   than  the  five  site  mean  through-

out   the  observation  period.     Site  Five  was   the   second

warmest   of  the  five   study  sites.     As   shown   in   Figure

3.11,   the  heating  degree  day  distribution   for  Site  Five

was  very  similar  but  consistently  lower  than  that  of

the  five  site  mean.
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othesis  Test

The  research  hypothesis  of  this  thesis  was  tested

by  means   of  a  one-way  analysis   of  variance.     The  ob-

served  F-ratio   of  1.566  was  well   below  the   critical-F

value  of   2.39  needed  to  reject   the  null  hypothesis   at

the   0.051evel   of  significance.     The  research  hypothe-

sis  could,   therefore,  not  be  accepted  on  the  basis  of

statistical  inference.

Practical  A 1ication

Results   of   the   economic   comparison  were  not  used

to  determine   the  conclusions  of  this   study  due   to   the

potential   for  bias.     The  greatest  discrepancy  within

the  group   occurred  between  Sites  Two  and  Four,   the

least   between  Sites  Three  and  Five.     The  range   in

values   between   the   group   extremes   (Sites   Two   and   Four)

was   $23.40   for   the   total  heating  cost   or   $0.23  per  day

for  the  average  heating  cost  per  daLy.     Between  Sites

Three  and  Five   the  range  was   $2.14   for  the   total   heat-

ing  cost   or   $0.03  per  day.

The   Influence  of  Altitude,   As ect,   and  S1

As  noted  earlier,   the  differences   in  recorded  tem-

peratures  and  heating  degree  days   for  the  eighty  day

observa.tion  period  among   sites  was   small  and  not
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statistically  significant.     The  differences  which  did

occur  can,   however,   be  partially  attributed  to  the   in-

fluence  of  variations   in  altitude,   aspect,   and  slope.

A  summary  of  the   influences   of  these   th.fee  physical

elements   follows.

Altitude

The   influence  of  altitude   on  recorded  temperatures

and  heating  degree  days   was  most   evident   at   Site  Two.

Site  Two   is   located  at  an  altitude  at   least   250   feet

greater  than  the   other  sites   and   this,   in.  {:on`,bination

With   its   north-northeast  aspect,   made   this   the   coldest

site  of  the  group.     Although  it   is   suspected   that   .the

dominant   factor  which  controlled  the   temperature   regime

at   Site  One  during  the  observation  period  was   its  north-

northeast  aspect,   this   site  is   located  at  a.n  altitude

at   least  100  feet  greater  than  Sites  Three,   Four,   and

Five,   and  this  can  partially  account  for  this   site

being  the   second  coldest  of  the   group.

In  general,   the   influence  of  altitude  on  tempera-

ture   shows  up  best  at  night  because  other   factors,   pri.n-

cipally  receipt  of  direct  solar  radiation  and  turbulent

mixing  of  the   air,   are  not  present.     Under  normal   con-

ditions   the  minimum  temperature  readings  occur  at  night
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and  follow  an  environmental   temperature  lapse   rate  of

3.5  degrees   Fahrenheit  per  1000   feet  of  altitude.     The

mean  minimum  temperatures  of  the   five   sites   used   in

this  study  did  not  tend  to  follow  this  lapse  rate.     If

minimum  temperatures  had  reflected  this  normal   lapse

rate  the  distribution,   from  highest   to   lowest  minimum

temperature,   would  have  been  Sites  Three,   Four,   Five,   One,

and  Two.     The  actual   distribution  was   Sites   Five,   Four,

Three,   Two,   and   One   (see   Figure   3.1).      The   faLct   that

minimum  temperatures   did  not   follow  normal   lapse   rates

supports   the   findings   of  both  Harding  and  Brazel.1     A

general  conclusion  which  can  be  drawn   is  that   factors

other  than  altitude,   such  as   longwave  emission  of  stored

radiation  and  cold  air  drainage,   exerted  some   influence

on   recorded  minimum  temperatures.

According   to  research  conducted  by  Brazel,   maximum

temperatures  closely  followed  normal   lapse  rates.     Al-

though  not  conclusively,   the  fact   that  maximum  tempera-

tures  at  Site  One  were   slightly  higher  than  those  of

Site  Two  tends   to   support  Brazel's   findings   because

Site  Two  has   a  nearly  identical  aspect  with  Site  One  but

is   located  260  feet  higher  in  altitude.2
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Aspect

The  influence  of  aspect  on  temperatures  and  heat-

ing  degree   days   was   best    exemplified  by  Sites   Two   and

Four.     The  north-northeast   aspect  of  Site  Two   is   the

least   favorable  for  the  receipt  of  direct  solar  radia-

tion,   while   the   south-southwest   aspect  of  Site  Four   is

the  most   favorable.     Consequently,   Site   Two   experienced

the  greatest  number  of  heating  degree  days,   Site   Four

the   least.     The  north-northeast   aspect  of  Site  One,

nearly   identical   to  that  of  Site  Two,   was   a  major   factor

influencing  the   temperature  regime  with  this   site   ex-

periencing   the   second  highest  number  of  heating  degree

days.     The  heating  degree  day  distributions   of  Sites

Three   and  Five  were  very   similar   (see   Figure   3.9   and

3.11).     Both   sites   were  more   favorably  located   for  the

receipt  of  direct  solar  radiation  than  Sites  One   and

Two  and   less   favorably   located  than  Site   Four.     A  com-

bination  of  factors  caused  Sites  Three  and  Five  to  ex-

perience  similar  heating  degree  day  distributions.

Because  a  southeast  aspect   is  more  favorable  than  a

west  aspect  for  the  receipt  of  direct  solar  radiation,

Site  Three   experienced  greater  mean  maximum  temperatures

than  Site  Five.     Site  Five  experienced  the  highest  mean

minimum  temperatures   of  the  group.     This  would  appear
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to  be  due  to  the   t-act   that  with  a  west  aspect  this   site

receives  direct   solar  radiation  later  in  the  day  than

the   other   four   sites.     Therefore,   the   longwave   emission

of  this  stored  radiation  occurs   later  in  the  evening  at

this   site   and,   consequently,   prevents  minimum  tempera-

tures   from  reaching  the  values  obtained  at   the  other

four  sites.     Finally,   it   is  suspected  that  the  influence

of  cold  air  drainage  at   Site  Three  caused  this   site   to

experience   lower  minimum  temperatures   than  would  be   ex-

pected  under  normal   lapse  rate   conditions.     This  mod-

erating  effect  of  cold  air  drainage  was   similar  to  that

reported  by  Harding.     He  found  that  valley  sites   often

had   lower  minimum   temperatures   than   summit   sites   due   to

the   influence  of  cold  air  drainage.3

As   noted   in   Chapter   I,   one   of  the  main  conclusions

reached  by  Olson   and  Gill,   Brazel   and  Outcalt,   Brazel,

and  Marcus  was   that   aspect   is   one   of  the  major   factors

controlling  surface  temperatures.4     The  findings  of  this

thesis,   as   evidenced  by  the  differences   in  computed  heat-

ing  degree   days   between  Sites   One   and  Four,   also   support

this   conclusion.

Slope

Because  of  the   limited  number  of  observation  sites,

conclusions   concerning  the   influence   of  slope  on  recorded
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temperatures   and  heating  degree  days   could  not  be  made.

In  studies  that  deal  with  the  influence  of  slope  and

aspect  on  air  temperature,   such  as   those  done  by  Barry

and  Van  Wie,   aLnd  Gamier   and  Ohmura,   conclusions   con-

cerning  the  influence  of  slope  are  only  made   from  ob-

servations  conducted  at   sites  which  maintain  the  same

aspect  but  have  varying  slopes.5     0f  the  five  study

sites,   only  Sites   One   and  Two   have   the   same   aspect.

The   temperature   regimes   of  these   two   sites   were   so

similar  that   it  must  be  concluded  that   the   large  dif -

ference   in  average   slope   (40  percent)   between   the   two

had  little   influence  on  these  recorded  temperatures.

Conc lus ions

In  view  of  the  results  presented  from  the  sta-

tistical  and  graphic  analyses,   the  research  hypothesis

of  this   thesis   can  not  be   supported.     The  computed  F-

probability  of  18.27  percent   is  considerably  larger

than  the   5  percent  or  less  needed  to  re].ect  the  null

hypothesis.     That  there  are  no  significant  differences

in  heating  degree  days  among  the   five  study  sites   is   also

supported  by  the  graphic  analyses.     They  show  that  while

differences   in  heating  degree  days   do  occur  among  sites,

in  no  case  are  these  differences  particularly  well
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de±.ined.     Figures   3.7   to   3.11   show  clearly   that   the

deviations   from  the  mean  are  consistently  small  or  non-

existent.     As   shown   in  Figure   4.1,   when  the  distribution

of  heating  degree  days  over  the  eighty  day  observation

period  from  each  site   is  presented  on  one  graph  the

individual  graphs  are  so  similar  that   individual  sites

become   indiscernable.     The  main  conclusion  of  this

thesis  is,   therefore:     there  are  no  significant  dif~

ferences   in  heating  degree  days  within  the   study  area

due  to  variations   in  slope,   altitude,   and  aspect.

There  are  several  possible   reasons   as   to  why  there

were  no  significant  differences   in  heating  degree  days

among  sites.     The   first  possible  reason  is   related  to

instrumentation.      The   minimum/maximum  thermometers

which  were  utilized  only  permitted  the   recording  of

extreme  daily  values.     Without   continuous   recording

thermometers   (thermographs)   there   is  no  effective  way

to  determine  exactly  how  the  temperature   regime  at  a

particular   site  behaved.     For  exa.mple,.  on  a  given  day

the  maximum  temperature   at   Site  Two  may  have   been   sixty

degrees  Fahrenheit,   the  maximum  temperature  at   Site

Four  sixty-three  degrees  Fahrenheit.     Although  these

values  are  very  close,   the  temperature  at  Site  Four

may  have   remained  at   sixty-three  degrees   for   two  hours
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while   trie   temperature  at   Site  Two  may  have   remained  at

sixty  degrees   for  only  ten  minutes.     The  exclusive  use

of  minimum/maximum  thermometers,   therefore,   may  not  pro-

vide  the  observer  a  true  representation  of  the  daily  pat-

tern  of  temperature  at  a  particular  site.     A  second  pos-

sible  reason  is  that  although  the  sites  chosen  for  this

study  were  felt  to  be  a  representative  sample,   there  are

sites  within  the  study  area  which  are   topographically

more  extreme   and  may  have  produced  a  greater  variance

in  temperatures.     The   research  design  called  for  sites

with  aspects  representing  all   the  cardinal  directions

and  one  at  a  slightly  higher  altitude.     The  research

design  was   limited  to   five   sites   because   this  was   all

the   instrumentation  that  was   available.     A  minimum  of

two  more   sites  would  have   allowed  the   testing  of  a

valley  bottom  and  ridgetop   location.     The   third  possible

reason  is   that   the  study  area  was   simply  too  small.     Of

the  literature  surveyed,   there  were  no  studies  under-

taken  at  a  scale  as   large   (small  area)   as  that  utilized

in  this   study.
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estions   for  Further  Research

The  suggestions  presented  in  this   section  are

closely  related  to  the  limitations   discussed  in  Chapter

I.     It   is  the  author's  contention  that   further  research

should   include   one   or  more   of   the   following:      (1)   a

larger  number  of  study  sites  monitoring  a  greater  array

of  altitudes,   aspects,   and  slopes,   (2)   more  diversified

and  accurate   instrumentation,   or   (3)   a   longer  observa-

tion  period.

If  more  study  sites  were   incorporated  into   a  study

of  this  nature   a  wider  range  of  the  possible   combinations

of  physical  elements   could  be   tested.      If  two  of  the  main

physical  elements   (altitude,   aspect,   and  slope)   could  be

held  constant  over  a  series   of  sites   the  influence  of

the  third  element  could  be  accurately  tested.     Ev.en   if

this   could  not  be   accomplished  a  larger,   diversified

sample  would  yield  more  meaningful   results.

As  noted   in  Chapter   I,   a  number  of  meteorological

instruments   could  be  utilized  to  undertake   a  more   com-

prehensive   topoclimatic  study.     Two   instruments,   a

thermograph  and  recording  wind  instrument,   would  be

essential  equipment   for  any  one  pursuing  a  similar

study.     A  thermograph   is   a  thermometer  which  records

temperature  data  continuously  onto  a  rotating  sheet  of

ruled  paper.     Continuous   temperature  data  would  give  a
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more   accurate  accounting  of  the   true   temperature   regime

at   any  site.     A  continuous   recording  wind  instrument,

which  would  monitor  both  wind   speed  and  direction,   would

be  extremely  useful   for  studies   dealing  with  the   influ-

ence  of  topoclimates   on  energy  use  because   factors   such

as  wind  stress   could  then  be   considered.

A  longer  observation  period  would  be  helpful  be-

cause  seasonal  variations   and  long  term  trends   of

climatic   elements   could  then  be   analyzed.     However,   due

to   financial   and  manpower   limitations,   most  microclimatic

studies   are   both   time   and  area  intensive.     The  use   of

continuous   recording  meteorological   instruments   generally

alleviates   the  need  for  an  extended  observation  period.

As   noted   in   Chapter   I,   meaningful   results   have   been   ob-

tained  by   researchers   in  as   little   as   two  weeks.

The  primary  and  secondary   research  objectives   of

this   thesis   have  been  met.     An   assessment   of  the   in-

fluences   of  variations   in  altitude,   aspect,   and  slope  on

the  distribution  of  heating  degree  days   among   the   study

sites  has   been  made   and  the   research  hypothesis   has   been

conclusively  proven  not  to  be   true.     Additional,   more   in-

depth  analyses   are  needed  to  expand  the  knowledge   con-

cerning  the   influences   of  topographic  variations  on

the  dist.ribution  of  climatic  elements   in  areas   of  com-

plex  terrain.
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APPENDIX    I

lish  to  Metric  Conversion  Table

MultiDlv  English  Unit          b

feet

miles

square   feet

square  miles

pounds

BTU ' s

Degrees      -    32
Fahrenheit

0 . 3048

1. 609

0.0929

2 . 590

0 . 4536

252.0

5/9

To   Obtain  Metric  Unit

meters

kilometers

square  meters

square   kilometers

kilograms

gram  calories

Degrees   Celsius

Source:      Adapted   from   Edward   R.   Mack,   "Conversion
Tables,"  Publisher  and  Publication  Date
Unknown,    (mimeographed.)
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APPENDIX    11

Creation  of  Di ital  Terrain  Matrices

The   three-dimensional  views   (Digital   Terrain

Matrices)   of  the   topography  surrounding  each  study

site  were  created  on  a  microcomputer  with  the  aid  of

the   "Micro-Map   11"   computer  program.*     A  brief   listing

of  the  procedures  used  to  create  each  view  follows:

1.     A  grid  system  was  placed  on  top   of  each   large-
scale   topographic  map  presented   in   Chapter   11
(see   Figures    2.5,    2.8,    2.11,    2.14,    and   2.17)
and  100   data  points  were   selected.

2.     The  elevation  for  each  data  point  was   entered
into   the  program.

3.      The   viewpoint  was   then  selected.      The   program
allows   for  a  viewpoint   from  any  azimuth  and
angle   above   the  horizon.     The   angle   abov'e   the
horizon   (23   degrees)   was   kept   constant   for
each  view.     The   azimuth  was   rotated  until   the
nature  of  the  topography  surrounding  the  site
was  most   accurately  represented.

4.     The   generated  view  was   then  printed  by  means
of  a  dot  matrix  printer.

*Carl   Youngman,   "Micro-Map   11:   Computer  Assisted
Cartography,"   (Seattle:   Morgan-Fairfield  Graphics,
1982)  .
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APPENDIX   Ill

Collected   and   Com uted  Data   for  the

Observation  Period

Day                                Minimum     Maximum     Average      Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site           Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                  Days

One
Two

2-21              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

2-22              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

2-23              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

2-24              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

2-25              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

2-26             Three
Four
Five

32
28.5
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

(P;¥3)       site    M±::B:T    M?:i::T    A¥::;§:    Heati3gy:egree

One
Two

2-27              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

2-28              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-1                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-2                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-3                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-4                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-5                Three
Four
Five
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum  Maximum     Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps         Temps.         Temps.                     Days

One
Two

3-6                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-7                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-8                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-9                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-10              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-11              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-12              Three
Four
Five
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum     Maximum     Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site        Temps.         Tent)s.         Temps.                    Days

One
Two

3-13             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-14             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-15              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-16              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-17              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-18              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-19             Three
Four
Five
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.4\PPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum     Maximum     Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                  Days

One
Two

3-20              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-21              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-22              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-23             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-24              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-25              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-26              Three
Four
Five

27
30
27.5
26.5
25.5

21.5
20.5
18.5
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum     Maximum     Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site        Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                 Days

One
Two

3-27              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-28              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-29              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-30              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

3-31              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-1                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-2                Three
Four
Five

35
35.5
32
31
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum     Maximum     Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                     Days

One
Two

4-3                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-4                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-5                 Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-6                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-7                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-8                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-9                Three
Four
Five

25.5
26
22.5
21.5
22

32.5
34.5
31
30
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum     Maximum     Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                    Days

One
Two

4-10             Three
Four
Five

One
I ,a,.o

4-11              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-12              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-13             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-14             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-15             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-16              Three
FOur
Five
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                              Minimum     MaxiTnum     Average      Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                  Days

One
Two

4-17              Three
Four
Five

Cne
Two

4-18              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-19              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-20              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-21              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-22              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-23             Three
Four
Five
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

(¥S¥3)       site    M::#:T    M?:#¥    A¥::S§?    Heati3gygegree

One
Two

4-24             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-25              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-26              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-27              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-28             Three
Four
Five

One
Two

4-29              Three
FOur
Five

One
Two

4-30              Three
Four
Five
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APPENI)IX   Ill    (continued)

Day                             Minimum     Maximum     Aver.age     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps.         Temps.         Temps.               Days

One
Two

5-1                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-2                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-3                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-4                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-5                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-6                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-7                Three
Four
Five
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APPENDIX   Ill    (continued)

Day                              Minimum     Maximum      Average     Heating   Degree
(1983)         Site         Temps.         Temps.         Temps.                  Days

One
Two

5-8                Three
Four
I i `,a e

One
Two

5-9                Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-10              Three
Four
Five

One
Two

5-11              Three
Four
Five

53
56
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